THE STATE OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION REPORT 2016

INTRODUCTION: WHY DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION MATTERS
From fast-growth businesses like Uber and Facebook to traditional businesses like GE and Bank of
America, companies are taking measures to disrupt the status quo and win in the digital economy. “The
State of Digital Transformation 2016” examines how IT decision makers are prioritizing cloud computing,
mobility and security initiatives in order to drive business results and engage customers, employees and
partners. The report highlights the greatest challenges and opportunities for enterprises as they make
the shift to digital business.

KEY FINDINGS
Digital transformation is a top priority for enterprises, but the majority of IT decision makers
have not completed technology deployments to address the initiatives that are critical to digital
business. Providing employees with cloud and mobile apps are the top digital transformation
initiatives underway.

While enterprises are still very early in cloud adoption, moving infrastructure to the cloud is a
top priority. Less than 10 percent are fully deployed in cloud environments, but 86 percent say
it’s critical to their digital transformation initiatives.

Security is critical to success in an era of digital transformation, but it’s also more complex,
challenging and expensive to manage. 91 percent say security is very important to their
company’s success in digital transformation. Security was also ranked the greatest barrier to
cloud migration.

Identity and access management technology is a key enabler of digital transformation, and
secure mobile and cloud experiences. Nearly all IT decision makers (90 percent) agree it is
important to their company’s success.
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DEFINING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
The shift to digital business is happening across every industry
due to the rise of SaaS, cloud and mobile technology. Companies
are eliminating their data centers and moving their apps to
Software-as-a-Service and Infrastructure-as-a-Service like AWS
and Microsoft Azure. 100 year-old banks are rolling out mobile
apps to compete with cloud- and mobile-first Fintech disruptors
like Square and Stripe. Fledgling entrepreneurs and seasoned
executives alike understand that leading companies today are
inherently digital, fast and always-on.

86 percent of respondents agree that their company must do
everything possible to meet customers where they are in order
to succeed, and 83 percent agree that the demand for better
mobile experiences by customers is driving digital transformation.
Delivering personal, convenient and trusted mobile experiences is
central to this effort.
The majority of IT decision makers define digital transformation
as: engaging customers via smart, connected devices (IoT); using
cloud services (SaaS) rather than on-premises servers or VPNs;
and migrating to Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

For many enterprises, acquiring and engaging customers is a
leading reason for going digital.

WHAT DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION MEANS TO IT DECISION MAKERS

ENGAGING CUSTOMERS VIA SMART, CONNECTED SERVICES (IOT)

63%

USE OF CLOUD SERVICES RATHER THAN ON-PREMISES SERVER OR VPN

62%

MIGRATING ON-PREMISES APPLICATIONS TO INFRASTRUCTURE-AS-A-SERVICE

62%

SEAMLESS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE ACROSS DEVICES AND/OR CHANNELS

51%

EMPLOYEE MOBILE APP USAGE

50%

REPLACING LEGACY EMPLOYEE SOFTWARE WITH SAAS APPS

47%

CUSTOMER MOBILE APP USAGE

INTERNAL MANUFACTURING / SUPPLY CHAIN ONLINE

SEAMLESS PARTNER ONBOARDING

42%

35%

32%
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THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
MATURITY BAROMETER
Key finding: Digital transformation is a top priority for enterprises, but the majority of IT decision makers
have not completed technology deployments to address the initiatives that are critical to digital business.
Providing employees with cloud and mobile apps are the top digital transformation initiatives underway.
Most organizations are prioritizing digital transformation initiatives
and are in the process of deploying mobile, cloud and other
technologies to support this objective. The enterprise is still early in
the journey considering that across the board, roughly one-third of
organizations have completed deployments. 64 percent of global
IT decision makers are anxious about digital transformation at their
company, suggesting that they perceive there to be both significant
challenges and opportunities associated with these initiatives.

Employee mobile app usage is the most widely implemented of
all digital transformation initiatives fully deployed and in progress.
Companies have also prioritized rolling out SaaS to provide more
flexibility to employees and customers in an always-on mobile world.
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ENTERPRISE ADOPTION OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES
FULLY DEPLOYED

IN PROGRESS

PLANNING TO IMPLEMENT OR APPLY NEXT YEAR

SEAMLESS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES
ACROSS DEVICES AND/OR CHANNELS

EMPLOYEE MOBILE
APP USAGE

CUSTOMER MOBILE
APP USAGE

SEAMLESS PARTNER
ONBOARDING

26%

MIGRATING ON-PREMISES APPLICATIONS TO
INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE (IAAS)
(EX., AWS, AZURE, GOOGLE CLOUD PLATFORM)

ENGAGING CUSTOMERS VIA SMART,
CONNECTED SERVICES (IOT)

MOVING INTERNAL MANUFACTURING/
SUPPLY CHAIN ONLINE

30.5%

24%

26%

12%

40%

37%

38%

34%

16.5%

18.5%

8.5%

6.5% 6.5%

17.5%

17.5%

7.5%

11.5%

10%

9%

7.5%

13.5%

7%

7.5%
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8%

15%

34.5%

7%

5.5% 7.5%

17.5%

24%

35%

10%

15%

38.5%

29%

29%

15%

40%

28.5%

20.5%

NOT IN DISCUSSION

42%

32%

EMPLOYEES SAVING DOCUMENTS TO CLOUD
SERVICES LIKE GOOGLE DRIVE, DROPBOX,
BOX, ETC. RATHER THAN AN ON-PREMISES
SERVER OR VPN
REPLACING LEGACY EMPLOYEE SOFTWARE
SUCH AS MI`CROSOFT OFFICE WITH SAAS
APPLICATIONS SUCH AS MSFT OFFICE 365,
GOOGLE APPS, WORKDAY, SALESFORCE

DISCUSSION ON IMPLEMENTATION

14%

EMERGING TRENDS IN 2017
Security and Identity Management: Top Digital Enablers Today

Partner onboarding has taken a backseat to other digital
transformation initiatives. Today, 50 percent of respondents
say their partner ecosystem is the least important element for
succeeding at digital transformation. Yet breaches in partner
networks can expose companies to vulnerabilities — take, for
example, the Target and Home Depot breaches, which started
with the theft of vendor login credentials that opened the door
to company data. In 2017, partner ecosystems will emerge as a
leading priority, with a quarter of decision makers planning to
implement seamless partner onboarding.

While IT decision makers report higher rates of cloud and mobile
app adoption, security initiatives are actually more critical to
successfully embracing digital business. IT decision makers
rank security and identity management as the most critical to
successfully achieving digital transformation.

INDICATED THE INITIATIVE IS IMPORTANT TO COMPANY’S
SUCCESS IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

SECURITY

91%

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

90%

MOBILE SECURITY

90%

CUSTOMER-FACING MOBILE APPS

CLOUD ADOPTION

PARTNER ECOSYSTEMS

87%

86%

79%
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CLOUD REMAINS A TOP PRIORITY, BUT
ADOPTION IS IN ITS INFANCY
Key finding: While enterprises are still very early in enterprise cloud adoption, moving infrastructure to
the cloud is a top priority. Less than 10 percent are fully deployed in cloud environments, but 86 percent
say it’s critical to their digital transformation initiatives.
It may seem as though everything is in the cloud, but enterprise
cloud adoption is in its infancy — and it’s a gradual process. While
companies are prioritizing cloud adoption, less than one in ten have
fully migrated to the cloud. Half have started migrating to cloud
infrastructure (either private or public); 38 percent use a mix of onpremises technology with either public or private/hybrid cloud; and
7 percent do not use cloud at all.

Moreover, cloud infrastructure is key to creating seamless
customer experiences and securing partner ecosystems. Threequarters of IT decision makers say it is easier to manage mobile
app infrastructure in the cloud, and over four in five (82 percent)
say using the cloud allows them to more easily manage secure
partner ecosystems.

IT leaders equate cloud adoption with business success. Moving
to the cloud is a high-level business decision. 81 percent say
moving infrastructure to the cloud should be a top priority for
companies today and 83 percent of IT decision makers say moving
infrastructure to the cloud should be a board level priority.
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SECURITY IS THE TOP IMPERATIVE
AND OBSTACLE FOR DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION SUCCESS
Key finding: Security is critical to success in an era of digital transformation, but it’s also more complex,
challenging and expensive to manage. 91 percent say security is very important to their company’s
success in digital transformation. Security was also ranked the greatest barrier to cloud migration.
91 percent of IT decision makers say security is very important
to their company’s success in digital transformation, and half
point to security as the most important factor. Yet security has
become much more complex in recent years, particularly as more
applications move to the cloud. 82 percent of respondents say
security is more challenging as we’ve moved to the cloud. At the
same time, 58 percent feel more confident about security as a
result of moving to the cloud. Plus, four in five respondents think
moving to the cloud has benefitted overall security posture.

Despite prioritizing security, enterprises believe it’s become the
biggest obstacle in migrating applications to the cloud and have
allocated more resources to security as a result. Two-thirds of
IT decision makers have also purchased more security tools as
they’ve moved data to the cloud.

SECURITY TODAY VS. TWO YEARS AGO
When compared to just two years ago, one in
five IT decision makers (19%) say security is a
lot more complex, and three in five (59%) say it
is a little more complex.

Compared to two years ago, more than onethird of IT decision makers (36%) say their
security budget today is about twice as large,
one-quarter (24%) say it is about five times as
large, and one in ten (9%) say it is about 10
times or more larger.

19%
59%

36%
24%
9%

SAY SECURITY IS A LOT MORE COMPLEX

SAY IT IS A LITTLE MORE COMPLEX.

SAY IT IS ABOUT TWICE AS LARGE

Over four in five IT decision makers (82%) say
they’ve had to dedicate more staff and/or
resources to security over the past two years.

82%

SAY THEY’VE HAD TO DEDICATE MORE STAFF

SAY IT IS ABOUT FIVE TIMES AS LARGE

SAY IT IS ABOUT 10 TIMES OR MORE LARGER
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IDENTITY IS A LINCHPIN
FOR THE DIGITAL ECONOMY
Key finding: Identity and access management technology is a key enabler of digital transformation, and
secure mobile and cloud experiences. Nearly all IT decision makers (90 percent) agree it is important
to their company’s success.
Identity management is seen as a strategic move for winning
in the digital economy. It helps companies deliver more personal,
convenient and trusted mobile experiences to customers, employee
and partners, while enabling secure access to apps and data in the
cloud. Identity is a senior-level priority. 84 percent of respondents’
senior leadership think IAM is critical to adoption of cloud, and 89
percent agree that IAM is critical to mobility initiatives.

RESPONDENTS CITE IAM AS IMPORTANT IN CUSTOMER,
PARTNER AND EMPLOYEE INITIATIVES

EMPLOYEE ACCESS TO MOBILE APPS

90%

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES AND CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

EMPLOYEE ACCESS TO CLOUD

86%

89%

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: IN FLIGHT
In the highly competitive travel space,
carriers are always looking for the
customer experience edge that will
encourage loyal fliers. For Alaska Airlines,
digital transformation means they’ve
made customer interaction a priority
and a modern identity architecture has
supported their success with a modern
cloud-first, mobile-only model.
Selecting SaaS, IaaS, or PaaS for their
business applications over hosting
software on-premises provides huge
cost savings and significant efficiency
and scalability gains. Their mobile-only
approach moves 11,000+ employees across
the country out from behind their desks,
check-in counters and gate podiums to
help customers using apps on tablets and
mobile devices.

INTERACTING WITH THE PARTNER SUPPLY CHAIN

86%
PARTNER ONBOARDING

INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)

83%

80%
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
BY COUNTRY
Key finding: While IT decision makers in all four countries know digital transformation is a priority, those
in the U.K. are most focused on employee mobile app usage while Germany, France and the U.S. say
migration to IaaS is important to digital transformation.

FRANCE
Majority (65%) are in the process of deploying employee mobile apps.
Ranked identity management as second most important success factor in digital transformation.
Most likely to think that IAM is important to partner onboarding (95% vs 83% globally).
Most anxious about their company’s digital transformation (75% vs 64% overall).
Feel more secure than IT decision makers from the U.S., U.K. or Germany about moving to the cloud
(80% vs. 58% overall).

GERMANY
Ranked cloud adoption as second most important to success in digital transformation.
Most likely to say partner onboarding is more difficult in the cloud (85% vs. 56% globally).
Least likely to believe that security is more challenging as we’ve moved to the cloud
(68% vs. 82% globally).

UNITED KINGDOM
Most likely to have completed employee mobile app deployments (45% vs 40% globally).
Ranked identity management as second most important success factor in digital transformation.
Most likely to report that seamless partner onboarding is in progress (43% vs 29% globally).
Leads the group in replacing legacy employee software with SaaS -- 88% have either fully implemented SaaS
apps or are in progress vs. 71% globally.

UNITED STATES
Most likely to say partner onboarding is more difficult on-premises (58% vs. 44% globally).
Most likely to agree that identity and access management technologies (i.e. SSO, MFA) have helped secure
customer experiences (93% vs 86% globally).
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CONCLUSION
While it’s clear that companies are making significant progress in rolling out SaaS and mobile apps
to engage with customers and employees, we’re only at the beginning of realizing how the cloud will
transform the way we conduct business. In the coming years, security and identity management present
the greatest challenges and opportunities for succeeding in a digital-first world.

METHODOLOGY
Ping Identity conducted a survey of IT decision makers in the United States, United Kingdom, France and Germany who are responsible for
overseeing technology deployments. Survey respondents come from enterprises with at least 500 employees in the United States, and at least 200
employees in the United Kingdom, France and Germany. The survey of 200 IT decision makers was conducted by Regina Corso Consulting online
between August 26 and September 8, 2016.
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